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If the constants a pq are chosen so that the determinants A n are all positive, Z) n -2 (X) and Z) n (X) will have opposite signs when D n _i(X) vanishes, and so the functions D(X), A(X), D 2 (X), •-, D n (\) will form a Sturmian sequence.
It has been stated that the roots of the functions V W (X) in the Sturmian sequence separate one another. This is not always true for a Sturmian sequence when the functions are not polynomials, but it can be shown to be true in the present case, as follows. Let g n ($), g n (t) be the cofactors of the constituents fn(t), f n (s) in the determinant F n ; then from the properties of determinants F n -i • A n -gn(s)g n (t) = F n • A«_i. Dividing out by A n _iA w , we have
h n ($, t) = h n "i(s, t) ----.
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We can now apply the theorem mentioned before to this equation and deduce that the roots of A n _i(s, t) are separated by those of h n (s, t) , there being one root of h n (s, t) between each consecutive pair of roots of h n~i ($, t By adding the first and third columns to the second and putting a z = ai+ a 2 , 63 = 61 + b 2 ,
we may write (1) in the form
A 2 *=- composed respectively of the constituents of the first row (or column) and their sum, the constituents of the second row (or column) and their sum, of any determinant of the second order. Its cube is the negative of the determinant of the third order the constituents of whose rows (or columns) are respectively the squares of the elements of the first line, the products of the elements of the first line by the corresponding elements of the second line, the squares of the elements of the second line. Expressed as a determinant of the second order,
from which by the use of (2) a 2 -as a 3 -a{ (a n k n+ i<-a n +ikn) (pnkn-hl Vn+lkn) (nifcn+i-n n +ih) (n 2 k n +i-n n+ ik 2 ) ••• (n n k n +i-n n +ik n ) belonging to A n is transformed by the substitution belonging to A w , the result of the operation is the corresponding cof actor iî/ w+1) belonging to A n +i multiplied by k n n~l \. This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem I, since the cofactor Hl n) of A n , when bordered on the right by a n +u b n +i, etc., and at the bottom by k h k 2 , etc., becomes the cofactor Hl n+1) of A nfi . Similar conclusions may be arrived at with regard to the transformation of the minors of any order.
Theorems I and II, though they appear here as immediate consequences of well-known results, enable us to derive from certain given forms and relations other forms and relations. For any identity between a determinant and its minors will, when operated on by the substitution belonging to the given determinant, give rise to another identity between a determinant of the next higher order and its minors. These theorems, therefore, permit us to proceed from relations holding for determinants of the second or third orders to corresponding relations between determinants of any order.
IV.
We now apply the theorems of the preceding section to each member of equation (3). A 3 being of the third order, the substitution belonging to A 3 is Operating on both members of (4) with S we obtain 
